
The Cause of “Covid & the Ukraine War “were Climate Worsening.
Busy as usual major people will not think of drastic awful change of life hereafter.
While nervous Top Elites had been surveying coming risk causing own regime collapse.
The coming fatal risk can not allow to neglect,but need to hide against global busy people.
Their decisive conclusion had executed the unprecedented conspired global disasters.

⑴Folks Position at now. 2022/4/16

For most of people,their top concern is dairy family life with their business,but not the world
Once author was also a businessman and spent those days with above scheme.
Major people who not face imminent life difficulty are to wish lasting current state forever.
They are apathy for climate fixing,however have known something deadly trouble,Although
government and massive neighbors are spending days as those were in the regime inertia of
capitalism success.Thus,they are to synchronize with them.
⑵Top Elite Position at now<NWO=group aiming New World Oder establishing>.
None,but few will not tell the decisive fact,many silence on global ruling by US oil emperor.

*Top Elite=Bilderberg{Rockefeller,UK imperial the top hereditary power}
⑶They neglect on imminent risk of 1.5°rise and Arctic Methane Catastrophe. The latter is due
to IPCC’s hiding.This is forced as official view of Government,Education and Media.
⑷In the regime of capitalism success,there is massive moods(ensemble synchronized apathy or
ignorant)not know and not tell about something regime defect and especially the change,

*Education Conspiracy Making Student No Problem not to Act Against in West ?!,→⑼⒟
Young generation in advanced nations with less problems have lost their keen risk insight ?.
Climate problem needs rather high intelligence in student,while they will not launch international
strong student political movement.Such they get higher leader position in business society.
In authors youth at Vietnam war,student power had exploded globally.
⑸Climate scientists are aware on his expert climate facts,but not on climate fixing technology
possibility.They will not appear on top page of mass media or climate marching.They used to
tell,all is wrong politicians,however they are busy to know climate detail.Climate is not
imminent for their time being,while imminent voters demands are serious for them.
Not accusing them,but entirely persuading all is decisive by their authority.
⑹After all,people will not reduce CO2,while wicked spirit in high place began execution of
population reduction !.
⑺All is due to fatal defect of EDUCATION and MEDIA without the important fatal fact(history*
and science)to survive hereafter.This is not accident,but well planed matter since long years
before by the emperor.The reason is due to ⑻.
⑻The nervous Top Elites has been surveying coming risk causing own regime collapse !.
CIA is told private military of the oil emperor,their top task is defending his regime from the
possible risk.Then what is the most risk for them? , they(the richest total intelligence
machine)had considered ?!!!.Then what they launched ??.Actually effective climate fixing
need global regime change<APPENDIX_1>. Covid and the Ukraine war are
Counter Revolution against all the people !!!



⑼For very long,why massive we have been being defeated by few top elites ruling.
It ‘s simple,we are not wise but coward to be deceived,while they are stronger to deceive
us. Our past prosperity was so strong to paralyze thinking of coming awful hell world.
Stupid and poor we can not think of dying reality in climate hell,while serious and rich
enough,but very nervous they had imagined the world where many become wild and
dangerous for them in facing famine in climate worsened world,
All that is anticipating coming future from evidences of past and now l.

Following are decisive advise from the Great.They indicate us effective actions to win.
⒜To know enemy and own-self makes 100 battle winning sure....Sunzu
We have been being defeated by not knowing enemy and own-self........author view
Thereby,we must research enemy and own self toward getting unified recognition.
⒝Both in peace and war, unity keeps victory....... Lorenhagen
Nothing unites humans more than common hatred .......Chekhov

*Hate engineering is not good in peace time sense,while enemy has begun damaging us
,which must be deleted by our common angry power,
Marx once recommended labor class solidarity,while the actuality is upside down,
It is the global top elites,even who are superficially conflicting with each other,
Because it is best,but secret way to conserve their highest status.

⒞The saddest thing about betrayal is that it never comes from your enemies.
Betrayal always comes from friends. Betrayal is universal for people with no principles.
Betrayer aim is evident to get selfish profit by stronger enemy than weaker friend.

They consider friend is weaker than enemy,thereby we must present stronger evidence to
win,if nothing betraying from friend.At now world,this is the largest problem to win.
http://www.777true.net/Nothing-Betrayals-could-Turn-the-Upside-Down-World.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Global-People-Must-Search-an-Essential-Evile-Origin.pdf
⒟The Generation No Problem→Extinction?!!.
<Massive Middle Class of Managers born in wealthy home and with higher education>.
Betrayer aim is evident to get selfish profit from stronger enemy than weaker friend.
They are generation with color TV,home owner car,without poverty experience in rather wealthy
home.It is told such they become obedient with authority(=rich father).They had no strong motive
to change society at least 10 years before.They might be brought up as generation no problem→
extinction hereafter.Personality(adult)change is hard, unless something drastic technology.
Similar as you,also authors task is saving next generations hereafter,so climate had become the
1st problem.Hereupon,author’s superficial observing others became to feel younger generation
singularity in Japan,then he surveyed their education environment actuality,which was schocking.
Telling conclusion,they were secretly and insidiously brought up as extinction generation by well
planed strategy.An education is giving ability of finding & solving problems in life & business as
independent adult,while the actuality is almost upside down,that is no finding problem,no
thinking ,but memorizing and being obedient to something authority.It is hard to imagine only
their human relation is normal in such insidious environment.How to overcome the sequelae?.

http://www.777true.net/Nothing-Betrayals-could-Turn-the-Upside-Down-World.pdf


⑽Recovering Normality by Exposing the Deadly Fact.
This is too big problem to treat here,following are the short note.
⒜Trust Recovering between People.,
It is a step to win by finding a serious problem to be solved.Accomplishing overwhelming
unity for people,above all,recovering strong trust between them is decisive.
Note Covid’s secondary worst action is destroying intimate contacting of people,which is
indispensable to keep good trust relation between peoples.
If everybody affirmed this serious fact and share ,then everybody could actually
CONFIRM sharing the fact with each other by some action “communication way”,
then a big mass trust could be recovered.
⒝Recovering Ability of Finding Problem (=denying authority).
This is becoming keen against something incredible,doubtful,trouble,or risk the general.
Recovering wild instinct by experiencing actual wild field ,such as mountain climbing.
Socrates recommend to have both friend and enemy.The latter teaches you warning.
⒞Risk Taking Discipline to Win.
Rich they without hardship experience fear on loosing something,which intercept risk taking.
Those who did not experience something bottom of hardship in life will not have this ability.
Various experience can overcome those fear.Failure experience is indispensable.Strong
and patient mind making is possible by physical training.By some degree,sever physical
training such as military one is fundamental.Trial of bungee jump is good.

⑾Is it really too late at now ?.Toward rapid wartime regime building !!
Recent symptoms are becoming serious,though none can prove it is too late.It may depend
on the way to battle,,it can not help to be more radical way(authors opinion 2022/4/10).
Rising risk concern is chance to be radical.Now people had changed due to Covid and the
war.At last, they awakened from delusion of the prosperity and begin to feel life instability.

⑿Author will repeat this again and again for the time being.
In the time of Covid and the Ukraine war,
the past pleasureful prosperity era would not return by anymore!!
many busy people will not recognize this serious inconvenient fact,
but has entirely been obsessing the past inertia,now it is also that will destroy you.
it is also that the evil top elites wish to conserve the fatal regime.l



APPENDIX_1:Global Climate Wartime Regime .
(A):Emergent Arctic Cooling Engineering to STOP Methane Catastrophe.

Arctic ocean sea floor warming would cause massive methane eruption toward
rapid warming and following global methane fire storm causing fireball earth hell.

Just do NOT tell them the monster exists:The Arctic Methane Monster
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/2013/10/just-do-not-tell-them-the-monster-exists.html
http://arctic-news.blogspot.com/p/how-to-cool-arctic.html
http://www.777true.net/Blocking-Nares-Strait-Gate-to-Intercept-Methane-Catastrophe.pdf

(B):Time for Plan B:Cutting Carbon Emissions 80 Percent by 2020 ,Lester.R.Brown
http://www.earth-policy.org/datacenter/pdf/80by2020notes.pdf
The accelerating, worsening climate disruption and climate emergency means that we must now
aim to cut carbon emissions (carbon dioxide, CO2, and methane, CH4) 80% by 2020.
2 Degrees of Warming a Recipe for Disaster, NASA Scientist Says
https://www.livescience.com/17340-agu-climate-sensitivity-nasa-hansen.html
http://www.777true.net/100pct-Renewable-Energy-is-Possible.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Rapid-CO2-Absorption-with-Mineralisation-of-CO2-by-OLIVINE.pdf

See more details.
Nothing Effective Action and Implementation against rapid Climate Worsening.
The Decisive Cause of Difficulty in Launching Global Climate Wartime Regime
＝Your Business(Life)as Usual. 2021/10/11,12,13,14

http://777true.net/Climate-Extinction-is-Destined-not-by-Government_but-by-You.pdf
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